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secured the Duchies, George grew alarmed at the growth of
and in re- the power of Russia, under Peter the Great, who had inter-
° fered in the election in the Duchy of Mecklenburg, and who
seemed anxious to get that Duchy under his control. English
naval power and English diplomacy were turned against
Russia; Stanhope arranged terms of peace between Sweden
and Britain, Prussia, Denmark, and finally Russia; though
Sweden lost her Baltic possessions except Finland and
Pomerania, she was saved from complete destruction.
She was intended to serve as a balance to the rising power
of Russia.
English     \     Events seemed to justify the charge, often made against
| English ministries, of being subservient to the King and
is German Electorate.   There can of course be no doubt
I that in foreign affairs the personal influence of George I
fwas considerable: and the English  ministers were  often
1 checked or overruled by the Hanoverian trio—Bothmer,
| Bernstorff and Robethon.   They had communicated with
the Whigs before 1714,  and on  George's accession had
recommended Townshend and the Whigs for office. Their
influence declined seriously,  however,  from  about  1719,
when Bernstorffs obstinate hostility to friendship  with
Prussia alienated the English Ministry.   The last vestige
of their power was destroyed by the entrance of Walpole
into office in 1721.
But British     There were, however,  many reasons  why the British
nationalistic. Government on its own account should wish to follow just
that policy in the Baltic which the Electorate desired.   The
struggle in the Baltic, though essentially distinct from the
troubles of the Mediterranean, was not wholly unconnected
Britain re-   with them.    On the one hand, Britain's enemies in the
sists Stewart ^T     .-	«  t1      _..»_„„,
intrigues, North, especially Charles XII, were suspected of plotting
against the Hanoverian Succession in England, and on the
] other hand, both the Regent of France and Alberoni corre-
sponded with the Northern Powers to launch attacks upon
England in defence of the Pretender, France, moreover,
fearing imperial designs, made determined attempts by
pacific intervention in Baltic affairs to win the goodwill of
Prussia and Russia. The real danger of support for the

